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Learning, External Benefit:s, and Methane Generation From Agricultural 

Wastes 

Cleve E.l!_iilis, Universit)' of Massachusetts 

External benefits from learning by.doing exist for methane generation 

from agricultural wastes. Under a variety of circumstances,. these ext er-. 

nal benefits exceed in magnitude the program costs necessar)' to induce 

the experience necessary to make such g~neration a viable activity. 
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J.E/1.PNT!H;, E~'.Tl'.P/!f1T, nr:1-:r:rTTS, AtJD MF.T!l/1f.if; CENFIZATfON 

J'RO)I AGRICULTURAL \,ASTES 

Poultrymcn arc currently facc<l wj th a number of prc:.si.ne problems 

not the least of which is energy availability, reliability, and cost. 

The possibility of on-farm production of methane gas from poultry manure 

may contribute to the solution of this problem. The engineering feasi

bility of this activity is not in quest.io:i -- see for example (Fry and 

Merrill; Singh; and Smith). l\t present, however) the economic fca.si-

bilit.y of such a commercial operation is doubtful. For example, Slane, 

et. al. use budgeting procedures to estimate that the net additional an

nual cost ass0cjated with the methane operation for flocks ranging from 

20 to 80 thousand bircis is roughly five to ten thousand dollars. It is 

no: litcly, theri, tJ-.at poultTymen will institute this sort af operation 

unless induced by a pub] ie subsidy or transfer so;11ewhere near the magni

tude of th1s expected additional cost. 

As with other relatively new technologies_, one can reasonably ex-

pect the experience ga)ncd in the constructior1 and opcrat)on of s1Jch 

rne:thar.c producing digcstcrs to result in m0re efficient production in 

the .future. If the info1·mation regarding the experience generated by 

the potential operation were wL1e!ly <li!;scminatcd, cost reductions would 

be expected to be enjoyed by a host of future poultrymen who might take 

advantage of the learning. These cost reductions (benefits) are, of 

course, external to the decisions of the poultryman who must decide 

,;hcthcr to eni;2gc in the meth,;nc production activity (and hence provide 

the experience). 
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In the absence of some means of internalizing the extern3lity (fu

ture cost reductions), private decisions based sole!)' upon internal ben

efits and costs may be erroneous from a societal vicKpoint. One means 

of internalizing these benefits is by provision of public subsidies. \(e 

provirle below an economic analysis designed to suggest h·hether public· 

provision of transfers on tl1c basis of external bcnPfits is likely to be 

successful in methane production on commercial poultry farr.1s. In this 

regard, the second section provides an overview of the literature on 

learning functions and the third develops a measure of cxtenw.l be;:efi ts. 

The subsequent section presents the estimations Of both t.he learning 

function and the measure of external benefits. Next, the public cost 

which would be required to induce sufficient experience to make raethanc 

generation economically feasible is approximated. Some conclusions are 

drawn and limitations are suggested in the final section. 

LEARNING FUNCTIONS 

A generally accepted relation in the learning literature. is: 

where Z is a measure of learning (u·sually unit cos-r.s of production)~ h. 

is a surrogate for accumulated experience, and F and b denote unknoh'TI 

parameters. The relation has been :;stnblished and applied prim3rily in 

standardized production line processes)! where Z. generally represents 
i 

unit costs for the i th unit of production and l\ = i. 

The slope of the learning function, expressed as a percentage, is 

often represented by S = 2b • 100. A slope of S percent implies a 11prog

ress ratio 11, of (100 .:. S) percent, such that, e.g., a value of b of -0.32 
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yields the 80 percent slope familiar to the airframe industry and im

plies. that each doubling of cumulative production brings a 20 percent re

duction in unit costs (the progress ratio). 

Although learning theory has been applied mainly to production line 

processes (Fellner;· and Rausser; et. al. pruvidc exceptions), it may also 

app1y to some;;hat less standardized processes such as methane production 

from poultry wastes. In this context, a number of alternative proxies 

for experience arc available. For example, Arrow considers cumulative 

gross investment as the stock of experience which influences factor pro

ductivity while Bardhan argues that learning is inore dependent upon cumu

lative volume of industry output. Fellner reasons that in some instances 

learnin·g is acquired more by "doing it longer" than by "doing more" and 

hence suggests time as the best surrogate for experience. For methane 

.production, we follow the lead of Raus.scr, ct. al_. and Wells who employ 

cumulative plant capacity as the appropriate proxy. This choice reflects 

the belief that it is the construction and some (minimum) amount of oper

a1:ions which permits the learning >1cnd that after some point (in time and 

cumulative production) continued production fro:n the same operation pro

vides winimal experience. 

EXTERNAL BE~iEFI TS 

Since the learning derived from the experience of a potential meth

ane production operation would directly alter the production functions 

of a number of_ succec4fng operations elsewhere, an externality is in

volved. In evaluating.the external learning benefits resulting from the 

experience to be gained from the potential operation, we consider the 

_,,..···· 
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present value of projected cost rcduc~ions a.sour measure of benefits. 

If this estimated value (V 1) exceeds the value of the public tr::insfcr 

necessary to induce the potential poul tryman to produce methane (V 21 /=-1 

then societal net benefits would be associatc<l with intc-rnali:;:,.tion of 

some part of these external benefits by a subsidy less than v1 b11t 

greater than v2. 

External benefits (BJ are, then, defined as the discounted sum over 

time of unit cost reductions in year t multiplied by the incr0:1se :in pro

duction from new plants in year t multiplied by the expected life of 

those new plants.· 

(2) B 

where, 

p+T 
c I At czt - z;i Gt 

t=p 

C :!: At ~W~ _ FW~b] ~!(l+g)t] 

C = 328. 5 · L, 

L denotes the useful life of t.he digester in years (assuffied to he 

20 years in the subsequent application), 

F, b, l\ and Zt are as defined above, 

1v; is Cl\ + b), where b is the capacity of the proposed ~igcster 

under consideration in cubic feet per d:iy (cf/d) and l< is 

therefore cumulative capacity if the potential digester is 

constructed, 

Gt is expected new daily cnpncity int (in cf/d) likely to b0nc-fit 

from the leaTning, 
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Mis initial (current) industry-wide daily capacity additions sub-

jcct to learning, 

g denotes expected growth rate in new capacity, 

p denotes the number of years by which the realization of benefits 

from learning is presumed to lag behind the encouragew-'3nt and 

provision of experience, and 

Tis the number of years during which the incremental value of the 

learning is positive. 

For present purposes, I\ j_s projected by K(l+g) t, where K is 1974 experi

ence, and hence (2) can be rewritten as (2)': 

(2)' B 

The sultiplication by 328.5 presrnnes the system is on-line an average of 

328.5 days per year (90 p0rccnt) and this ,nagnified by the useful di

gester 1:ife of 20 ycaTs, produces a constant of 6,570. 

LEAf':;1:{G FU.'iCTION HIP IRICAL RESULTS 

As mentioned pi:-cv]ously, the proxy for experience (W) in (1) is 

cur;ml::itive digester cap.:tcity. It is unlikely, however, that learning 

inCrcascs proportiona]_.ly with digester size and there are further :i.ndi

cat.io-1s from research an<l development· areas suggesting that after some 

point :furt~r:r size increases provide n,_O i11cremental learning. Accord

ingly, the case in v;flicl1 experience (W 1
) is proportional to capacity up 

to a 2,000 cf/d size and none additional is provided by a larger plant 

is also examined. 

As With most new applications, data are scarce. In such instances, 
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Bayesian estimation of the learning function parameters (F and b) is 

often useful. . To recognize the stochastic nature of the lcarni ng· func

tion, rewrite (1) as: 

(3) Z. = F IV~ exp(u.) 
'1 1 1 

where exp(ui) is the multiplicative log normal disturbance. Trai.sforr.1-

ing this equation into a linear form yields: 

(4) \ = a + b \ + ui' 

where ln Zi= Yi, ln F =. a, and ln \Vi= Xi. Assume further that ,he X. 
1 

are stochastic but distributed independently of ui and the ui are inde

]?.endently and identically distributed (iid) with zero raean and unknown 

variance o2• We can further denote, 

as the joint prior density function rep·resenting information about a, b, 

and o obtained from sources other than the sample. In addition, 

denotes the likclihoo<l. function of .n, ~' o given the d:i.ta. Using Fares' 

Theorem, then, the posterior density on a, b, o is 

(7) P1 (a, b, o I Y) = K1 f(a, b, o I Y) 

K2 f 0 (a, b, er) t(a, h, a I YJ .. 

For some loss function L(o, &), where 5 is the estimator and o is 

the parameter; the risk R(o) is defined by 

(SJ R(6J = I LC:;, o) P1 Co I YJ d5 

A Bayesian estimator minimizes R(o) for a given P1(o). For present anal

ysis a squ,ared error loss function, i.e. 
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C9J LC6, 6J = (6 - i>'ca - 1J 

is used. The Bayesian estimator of;.6 will, then, be tho expectation of 

One form of prior informa-cion in this context can be obtained from 

estir.ates of b in other learning industries -- see, for example! Alchian, 

Asher, Hirsh, Fellner, and Rausser, et. al. For example, the prior ob

tained from these other estimates of b might reasonably take the form of 

a y dcns.ity -on -b(= b•) with non-informative, locally uniform priors on 

a and ln C'. It is further assumed a p1>i0Pi that a, b, and a are inde

pendent. 

This particular prior density on b was chosen because it yields a 

probability C)easurc cif zero for values of b* < 0 and has a form that 

agrees with the information derived from non-methane sources. On the 

·basis of this prior information the parameters selected for the density 

arc and 0.3, i.e., 

* [ 10 * J * f. b exj:> - 3 (b ) , h > 0 

* b <· 0 

This function gives a probability of approximately 0.85 that O < b < l. 

The sh_ape of this y density is Hlustratod in Figure 1. 

The feature that b < 0 with a ;,robability of 1 is an example of 

how restrictions on patciill13:tcrs can be conveniently introduced into 

Baycsiai:i analysis. l\'e can clearly eliminate b > 0, since it implies dis

learn.lng~ 

Given they prior on b*, the joint prior dcnsityY on a, b*, and o 

is 
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Figure 1 

The Gamma Prior Density 

0 
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-1 * [ 10 * J * K3 o b exp - 3 (b ) , b > 0 

. 
, b < 0 

Preliminary estimates for a and b for the cumulative capacity proxy 

are a= 3.21 and b = -0.422, and for tho modified proxy are a= 1.96 and 

b = -0.388.Y 

EXTERNAL BENEFITS EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

These estimated values of a and bare used to estimate the measure 

of external benefits (B). Since the posterior density of B requires in

tegrations which are extremely difficult, if not intractable)/ the pre

liminary empirical analysis uses only expected values of a,. b, and the 

other coefficients of (2). Hence, computer solutions to (2) ai:e pro

vided where alternative values of the key parameters (spanning the prob-

~ able range of un.certainty surrounding these values) are assumed. For 

example, the values of Bare examined where the magnitudes of b under 

each forr.,ulation ranges ten percent in either direction of its estimated 

value. Likewise, while the expected value of Mis 2,500 cf/d, lower and 

upper limi~s of 1,000 and 5.,000, respectively, were examined. The values 

•Of .'.·examined were 200, 1,000 and 2,000 cf/d. These sizes are arbitrary 

-- a P.roposed operation of any size can of course be evaluated. ·The 

2,000 cf/d capacity was chosen as the upper limit for o.ur investigation, 

however, since the second proxy used presumes no incremental learning 

after this level. 1110 value of K was assumed to be l,004,615Y cf/d and 

the growth rate .Ct) Was assumed to be ,10.V The alternative discount 

· rates (r) of .10 and .15 we.re employed in the estimation of external 
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learning.benefits. Finally, the period of time during which the learn

ing is presumed to be of valuC (T) was set at forty years. After this 

period, the combination of moving to the 1 flatter portion of the learn

ing curve and the discounting of future values produc.es negligible learn

ing benefits. It seems reasonable that some period of time (p) ,wuld 

exist during which the operator of the digester in question g~ins the 

experience, is able to disseminate this information, and the new opera

tions are able to capture (internalize) this learning in the form of 

lower production costs. The selection of p ;:: 3 is judg:0-ental ~nJ hence 

the implications of extreme assumptions (p = 0, 5) were also examined. 

Some preliminary- results are depicted in Table 1 .. using the ten 

percent d~scount rate, construction and operation of the largest di

gester is estimated to generate a stream of extern~l benefits of r011r,hly 

2.7 million dollars. This could be as ·1ow as approximately million 

dollars under the least favorable assumptions regarding the par2.r:'.eter M. 

Assuming a fifteen percent discount rate, the range becomes 565 thousa:1J 

to 1.4 million dollars. For the smaller (~ = 1,000 and 200). op,0 r:1tions 

these benefits are, of course, some\d1a.t less. For the most optii;1istic 

values of b and M, the estimated benefits are even greater. 

PROGRI\M COSTS 

The empirical results set out above represent estimates of a raC'as

ure of external benefits on~y. These benefits further presume that cx"

perience ,~ill be sufficient to reduce costs to such a point that 0-:1-farm 

production of methane will be a viable operation without further public 

subsidy. In this section we provide estimates of the amount of experience 
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Table 1 

External Benefits Associated With Various Size (ll) Methane 
Generating Units \\1ith Learnfng Lagged Three Y_cars Under 

Alternative Discount Rates and Learning Parameters 
for the U. s. (in millions of· dollars) 

Discount Rate (r) an<) 
Additions to New Capacity (M) 

Size of Learning .10 .15 
Experience Unit Parameter 

Proxy (l1) (b) 1,000 2,500 1,000 2,500 

2,000 -0.4215 1.0869 2.7173 0.5645 1.4114 

Cumulative 1,000 -0.4215 1.0503 2.6258 0.5494 1. 3735 Capacity 

200. -0.4215 0.9156 2.2891 0.4927 1.2317 

2,0:JO -0.3383 1. 0802 2.7005 0.5545 1.3864 

Modified 
Cumulat.ivc 1,000 -0.3883 1.0390 2.5975 0.5375 1.3438 
Capacity 

200 -0.3S83 0.8933 2.2332 0.4762 1.1905 

/ 
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and public subsidy (V2) which would be anticipated to be required to 

achieve ·this result. 

The budgeting analysis which underlies the rcsc.:irch rcport~d he-re 

suggests a break-even price for commercial electricity of 6.17 cents/ 

kw-hr as compared to the '1ssumed average price of 2.3 cents. Indeed, 

since the budgeting and estimation was performed, the price of electric

ity has fluctuated at values somewh3t above this average level. 

The first step, then, in estir.mting the subsidy required to gcnc:::

ate sufficient learning is to determine the level (Z*) to \fhich methane 

generation unit costs must fall to make the operation econonic. Second, 

Using the estimates of a and b to estimate the level of cumulati\·e expe

rience (W*) corresponding to z*. The required subsidy (V2) to achicYe 

iv*, z* then depends upon the magnitude of the area under the learning 

* curve, above Z , and to the right of prcser:t experience. In FigerP 2 

this corresponds to the area abc, where h'0 , z0 denote present 1:;e1.:ha!le 

experience and unit costs, 1·cspecti vely. 

Area abc can be considcTcd an extreme (highest) estim:1.tc of this 

magnitude, First, it pre.sumos the current rate of 2.3 cents for com .. --:-ier

* cial electricity will remain into the future until W obtains. In pr:1c-

tice one would expect this charge to increase over time so that seg::1ent 

be would be positively sloped to the right such that the intersection Z 

would occur earlier and at n higher unit mctlwnc cost. Second, due to 

uncertainty and to alternative firm and individual goals, one ,\·ould ex-

* pect some of this experience (W - W0) to be acquired without subsidy. 

* 

That is, for example, some poul tr)1ncn are likely to begin experimentation 

··~-•·"- ? • • • - •••• "r._-: - , < ·,-" ·.,_-·v., . . ry .<c -;✓-:'.]?S:· ~,-_ .. 
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Figure 2 

Subsidy Required to Make Methane Generation 
Economically Feas i b 1 e 

11---------.L,---------...!W~*---------- W 
"o 

,,• .. -~ .. :.-··-·~.- .. -,--.· .. ·, .- .... ~-~-~-........ -
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* as Z approaches Z even though it is not yet economic. For these re~-

sons, then, area abc ovei~states the· quantity v2 and hence serves as a 

conservative estimate. 

Finally, since experience (\\') is measured in cubic feet per day 

capacity, the unit costs in abc must be multiplied by the nw:1ber of dnys 

per year arld nwnbcr of years during which this subsidy is 1·equircd for 

these experience-generating operations. Asswning as above th:it the sys-

terns are on-line an average of 328.5 days per ye3.r (90 percent), then 

the present value of the required subsidy (V2) is given .is the discounted 

value of 328.5 (abc) T, where Tis the nw11ber of•years during h·hich the 

Subsidy must be continued. Initially,. one could set Tat 20 years since 

this is the useful li.fe presumed above. A more reasonnble value is 5 

years, since there is substantial evidence tho.t learning beco:r:"Cs negli-

gible after several years of experience. 

For the present investigation, w0 is 754,615 cf/d n:1d ::= 0 is 0.0107 

dollars per cubic foot. The highest value of v2 under these assunpt.icms 

obtains then when the unit mcthnnc generation costs ,ire forcc,:l to a lcYc:-1 

equivalent to a reduction in commercial electricity price of 6.17 cents 

to 2.3 cents, or 62.7 percent [(6.17 - 2.3) > 6.17]. Hence z* falls 

frcm z0 to (1 - .627) .0107 = .OD.JO. Using the estimates of a, b of 

* 3.2132 and -.4215, this value of Z obtains when W = 7.S5 million cf/d 

capacity, The value of v 2 in this case is then approxim.:1.tcly 32.6 t.1il

lion dolla1·s (assuming a 10 percent discount rate and T = 5). ,\ more 

reasonable estimate of V 2 in light of the reasoning of the p~-evious para

graph would require that costs decline b)' about half this magnitude. 
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In this event, the relevant value of ½ is roughly 2. S million dollars 

(again, for r - .1 and T - 5). FinaJly, perhaps the opposite extreme 

case would be. that methane generation costs would need to decline by 

only ten percent in order to create a self-sustaining flow of experience. 

'This represents the COrnbination of sharply rising future costs of commer

cial electricity, the anticipation of such on the parts of substantial 

numbers of poultrym0n, and innovative preferences on the parts of others. 

In this event the value of v2 is roughly 58 thousand dollars. Estimated 

values of v2 for alternative assumptions within these extremes are tabu

lated in Table 2 below. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Estir.,ates in Table 1 suggest that under most combinations of assump

tions, the present value of cxte:rnal learuing benefits derivable from in

creasing experience in.on-farm methane generation is somewhere in the 

one to ti,,·o and one-l1alf million dollar vicinity. Table 2 provides a far 

greater range of possible program costs depending on a ·variety of assump

tions. Under ,..;hat is considered thO most realistic situation -- viz., 

unit r.icthanc costs \~·oulci have to fall by only one-half of the 62. 7 per

cent required to rna}~c mCthanc gcnerntjon economically equivalent to com

mercial <:lcctricit)' sources -- with poultry operators subsidized an aver

age of five years, the estimated present value of program costs is in 

the 2.5 million dollar range. These estimates are extremely sensitive 

to assu;;::ptions made regarding future commercial energy costs (as reflected 

in the 11pcrccnt reduction in Z needed" assumptions). Clearly, movement 

of energy costs toward the 6.17 cents/kw-hr break-even level reduces 



Experience 
Proxy 

Cumulative 
Capacity 

Modified 
Cumulative 

Capacity 

Table 2 

* * Estimated Values of Break-even Costs (Z ), Required Experience (W J 
and Present Value of Required Subsidy (V2) 

Required Subsidy (V2) in Millions of 

Required 
Dollars for Alternative Discount Rates 

and Payment Periods** 
Percent• Break-even Experience 

Reduction Unit Methane (l'i*) in .10 .15 
of Z Costs cz-•i 106 cf/d 

Needed in $/cf Capacity 5 20 5 20 

100 .0040 7.8467 32.5996 73.2141 30 .1379 56.2752 

70 .0060· 2.9760 7.1476 16.0526 6.6079 12.3386 

so .0073 1.8437· 2. 5030 5.6213 2.3140 4.3208 

30 . 0037 1.2330 0.6666 1.4972 0.6163 1.1508 

10 .0100 0.8804 0.0578 0.1299 0.0535 0.0998 

100 .0040 8.5204 36.0682' 81.0490 33.3630 62.2973 

70 .0060 2.9744 7.4170 16.6576 6.8569 12.8036 

50 .0073 1. 7(,88 2:5259 5.6750 2.3361 4.3621 

30 .0087 1.1480 0.6601 1.4825 0.6102 1.1395 

10 .0100 0. 7929 0.0568 0.1276 0.0525 0.0981 

*The 100 percent figure provides the. extreme value of V2 discussed. in the text. For reasons ex

pressed abovcJ t~c SO percent" vnluc is considered the most likcJy. 

**The tlisco,int rates (r) arc the .JO ,ind .15 values and the payment periods (T) cons.idercd ore 5 and 

20 years. 

I .... 
°' I 
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program costs significantly. For example, if commercial electricity 

prices were proj ectcd to rise to within 30 percent of the difference be

tween the current 2.3 cents/kw-hr and the break-even 6.17 cents/kw-hr 

* (Table 2), so that the break-even unit methane cost (Z) would be .0087 

dollars per cubic foot as compared with the present cost of .010" per 

cubic foot, then the program costs would be in the 600 to 667 thousand 

dollar range. 

In short, these results suggest that an Rand D program of this 

sort is economically justified for the situation in which present energy 

supply prices are expected to grow at a moderate to rapid pace, but not 

for the situation where these prices are unlikely to increase substan-

tially. 

In more general terms, the poultryman's decision based on internal 

net benefits alone is not favorable to activitic:s associated with on-farm 

generation of methane. If externalities are recognized, however, public 

d(.:cisivr,-1;;.:i,l-:crs also have. a responsibility. Unfortunately, such "yes-noll 

(subsidy) decisions are generally made without a usefu1 framework for 

analysis. It is felt that the framework provided here can be of use in 

a rather broad range of public decision-making contexts. 

To be sure, the analysis has been pc~formed on the basis of cur

rently available (and limited) data. Since the estimates of external 

benefits B obviously depend critically on the estimates of the learning 

parameter b (and other values), the operational use of this measure in 

such public decisions 1·equires the estimates of b (and the other param

eters) to be modified as additional information unfolds. 
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Finally, a factor leading to a possible overstatement of benefits 

is inherent in the learning ftinction formulation. When cost reductions 

are related to a measure of experience, a part of those cost reductions 

must be attributc<l to non-methane generation research and devclopmL'nt, 

such as improved pumps, new digester technology, 01icrobiology. technology, 

n~w displacement technology, etc. To some extent this may be offset by 

the omission of by-product benefits or new technologies made in the 1?:cth

ane generating industry that are disseminated outside the industry. 
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APPENDIX 

Recall tho y density on b*, (= ~b) may be specified in terms of the 

joint prior on a, b, and o as: 

By the use of the sample likelihood function (presumed multivariate nor

mal), the posterior density function for this case is: 

1 n2+1 [ 1 n2 
K [-) exp - - l 

5 0 202 i=l 

If we integrate out cr, we have 

( 1 n2 2] 
exp - - 2 ) ui do 

2a 1=1 

Further, we can integrate out a analytically since the factor con

taining it is of the multivariate t form. (It can be showi:i that the 

marginal distribution for a random variable from a multivariate tis a 

univariate t.) That is, 



n2 

,,, -, .... -

( 2 2)( ·)2-[(n2-1)/2J 
~X2i - n2 X2 b - b2) 

e2 e2 

where x2; l x2i f n2 and b2 is the second element of s2. This ex
i;l 

pression for P1 (b x2, Y2) can be integrated numerically to obtain b 

and var (b). 
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Footnotes 

y Alchian and Asher review much of the work in the learning function 

literature. 

Y The quantity v2 is discussed in a separate section below. 

H The posterior density function is set out in the Appendix. 

:;/ Refer to Slane, et. al. for the data used. Additional data are cur

rc_ntly being cOr;;pilc<l for this Bayesian estimation. 

Y Tne cleri vat ions of this posterior dcnsi ty function are available 

upon request. 

§/ This figLI"re is simply the sum of the cumulative system capacity asso

ciated ,-;ith the 1972 system (754,615 cubic feet per day) and an esti

li1;lted 2dclition to cumulative system capacity from 1972 through 1973 

of 250, OOU-··~cr .. bic feet per day. 

?J This rate represents a best subjective judgment. It implies, for 

example, that the curTent capacity· preswr.ed, subject to learning, of 

2,500 cubic feet per day would grow to 113,125 cubie feet per clay in 

a period of 40 y~ars. 


